Electron crystallography determines the structure of membrane proteins and other periodic samples by recording either images or diffraction patterns. Computer processing of recorded images requires the determination of the reciprocal lattice parameters in the Fourier transform of the image. We have developed a set of three programs 2dx_peaksearch, 2dx_findlat and 2dx_getlat, which can determine the reciprocal lattice from a Fourier transformation of a 2D crystal image automatically. 2dx_peaksearch determines a list of Fourier peak coordinates from a processed calculated diffraction pattern. These coordinates are evaluated by 2dx_findlat to determine one or more lattices, using a-priori knowledge of the real-space crystal unit cell dimensions, and the sample tilt geometry. If these are unknown, then the program 2dx_getlat can be used to obtain a guess for the unit cell dimensions. These programs are available as part of the 2dx software package for the image processing of 2D crystal images at http://2dx.org.
Introduction
Electron crystallography determines the structure of two-dimensional (2D) crystals of membrane proteins or other periodically arranged samples, using cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) data collection and computer image processing (Henderson et al., 1990; Henderson and Unwin, 1975) . The electron microscope can be used in either the imaging or the diffraction mode. In imaging mode, realspace images of the crystalline samples are recorded on the instrument's CCD camera or photographic film. The latter needs to be digitized with a scanner before further processing. Digitized images can then be numerically Fourier transformed, producing complex datasets, which contain amplitudes and phases. Since computational correction of 2D crystal defects in the image can be done by computational ''unbending'' (Crowther et al., 1996) , useful real-space images can also be recorded for crystal samples of limited order. Nevertheless, the resolution of such real-space images is affected by beam-induced sample charging and drum-head movement, as well as by sample vibration or drift. While phases obtained from Fouriertransformed 2D crystal real-space images are of relatively good quality, the amplitudes are affected by the electron microscope's contrast transfer function, and are therefore less well determined.
Alternatively, the electron microscope can record electron diffraction patterns of the 2D crystal samples, which are preferably recorded onto CCD cameras due to their superior dynamic range. The electron diffraction patterns are then evaluated similarly to X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns in X-ray crystallography; which yield the intensities of the diffracted rays, and thereby contain the information about the structure's amplitudes. Phase information is not contained in the diffraction pattern, and has to be acquired by different means. Electron diffraction data collection, in contrast, generally does not suffer from sample charging or sample movement during the data collection. Since 2D crystal image unbending cannot be done with a diffraction pattern, in practical terms electron diffraction can only be done with larger, well-ordered 2D crystal samples.
Electron crystallography structure reconstruction of membrane proteins ideally utilizes real-space images to obtain an initial dataset with amplitudes and phases, and then continues completing the dataset with high-resolution amplitudes from electron diffraction patterns alone. The phases for the high-resolution components are then generated or refined by phase extension or molecular replacement, similar to the procedures used in X-ray diffraction structure determination (Grigorieff et al., 1996) .
The atomic models for seven membrane proteins and tubulin have so far been determined by electron crystallography: BR (Henderson et al., 1990 ) LHCII (Kü hlbrandt et al., 1994) , AQP1 (Murata et al., 2000; Ren et al., 2001) , nAChR (Miyazawa et al., 2003) , AQP0 (Gonen et al., 2004 (Gonen et al., , 2005 , AQP4 (Hiroaki et al., 2006) , MGST1 (Holm et al., 2006) , and Tubulin (Nogales et al., 1998) . Several other membrane proteins classified as transporters, ion pumps, receptors and membrane bound enzymes have been studied by electron crystallography at lower resolution allowing localization of secondary structure motifs such as transmembrane helices, and are likely to produce atomic models in the near future (e.g. Hirai et al., 2002; Kukulski et al., 2005; Schenk et al., 2005; Tate et al., 2003; Vinothkumar et al., 2005) . Computer image processing in almost all above-mentioned cases has been performed with the so-called ''MRC programs'' for image processing (Crowther et al., 1996) . Computer processing of recorded images generally requires the determination of the crystal lattice using spots visible in the Fourier transform of the images. For the processing of electron crystallography images, this determination of the lattice vectors is usually done manually, and represents a time-intensive step, especially if many images are to be processed.
X-ray crystallography diffraction patterns show spots if their reciprocal position overlaps sufficiently with the Ewald sphere. The complex indexing process of XRD is done with robust automated software, such as the program DENZO as a part of the diffraction-image processing suite HKL2000 (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997; Otwinowski and Minor, 2001; Rossmann and van Beek, 1999) , MOSFLM (Leslie, 1992) , and d * TREK (Pflugrath, 1999) . Important representatives of autoindexing algorithms are either based on Fourier analysis (Steller et al., 1997) or direct indexing of difference vectors (Higashi, 1990; Kabsch, 1988; Kim, 1989) . The general principle behind Fourier analysis methods is that the projection of a protein lattice in a chosen direction has a periodic distribution. The periodicity is determined by Fourier analysis. Structural details are encoded in the regular lattice in Fourier space. The basis vectors defining the reciprocal lattice in Fourier space are found by exploring all possible directions. In XRD autoindexing, Fourier-based methods need a few hundred spots to get reliable results, although in some favorable cases as few as 50 can be sufficient (Leslie, 2006) . Difference vector methods first sort and estimate the crude base vectors according to their lengths and angle constraints. The selected bases are iteratively refined using estimated positions of observed diffraction spots. Both, Fourier-based and difference vector methods cannot identify single lattices in double-or poly-crystals. In this case, spots of a single lattice have to be selected manually beforehand.
There exist many algorithms for indexing diffraction spots in X-ray crystallography. However, little work is reported for that task in electron crystallography. Unlike X-ray diffraction patterns, electron crystallography gives real space images that have a very low signal to noise ratio, and the Fourier transformations show usually less than 100 visible spots. The common methods of difference vector analysis may not find the accurate basis. Kabsch, 1993 , has proposed a robust solution that takes into account the moderate accuracy of the automatically determined lattice points and tolerates a small number of artifacts among them. This approach, however, cannot handle multiple crystal lattices.
We present here two new algorithms for determination of the reciprocal lattice of a 2D crystal image. These algorithms are also applicable to poly-crystal images. In addition, we present a refined tool for manual lattice identification in 2dx_image.
The lattice determination algorithm
The first algorithm presented requires and makes use of a-priori knowledge of the lattice dimensions and lattice angle of the crystal sample in real-space, as well as of the sample tilt geometry under which the image was recorded. This algorithm determines the reciprocal lattice in the Fourier transformation (FFT) of the image in two steps: A first program 2dx_peaksearch compiles a list of peak coordinates from the FFT, and another program 2dx_findlat uses these peak coordinates to determine one or more lattices. If the unit cell parameters are unknown, a second algorithm is implemented in the program 2dx_getlat, which guesses a lattice without any a-priori knowledge.
2dx_peaksearch
As a first step, 2dx_peaksearch compiles a list of coordinates of peaks in the power spectrum (PS; the squared amplitude component of the calculated FFT) of an edgetapered 2D crystal image (Fig. 1A) . To obtain reliable peak spots, the pixels on the X-and Y-axis and at high resolution outside of a circular mask are replaced by the average grey value, and the resulting masked PS is low-pass and high-pass filtered to flatten potential variations from the contrast transfer function of the microscope, and to reduce the noise (Fig. 1B) . The central X-and Y-axis are then again masked to eliminate potential ''cross-wire'' artifacts. Continuous streaks are then recognized by a pixel-wise neighbor search starting from the origin in the original PS and masked (Fig. 1C) . Since the bright and dark center areas in Fig. 1B are masked with the average, the contrast of the PS is enhanced in Fig. 1C . A set of peak coordinates is then obtained through two peak search processes, each of which finds the specified numbers of peaks that are a local maxima in a 3 · 3 square, while ignoring other local peaks within a 10 pixel radius or found peaks. The first search process is used to find initial peaks. For each of these identified peak positions, a copy of the PS is shifted so that each peak becomes the new center. These shifted PS images are then averaged, weighted according to the central peak height. The effect of image shift to the distribution of peaks is shown in Fig. 1D . The resulting average PS image usually has a full coverage of low-resolution spots without any systematic absences, and therefore facilitates lattice determination. In addition, this average image has a better signal to noise ratio. This step of shifting-andaveraging PS follows the processing from the MRC program autoindex (Crowther et al., 1996) , which identifies the initial peaks using a static threshold and then searches for two independent low-resolution vectors directly in the averaged PS. However, 2dx_peaksearch subjects this averaged PS image to a second peak search, with the list of peaks coordinates and their amplitudes (heights) written out for further processing by the programs 2dx_findlat or 2dx_getlat.
2dx_findlat
As second step, 2dx_findlat uses the list of peak coordinates for the search of the best fitting lattice. This is done by calculating a hypothetical test lattice, based on the given real-space unit cell dimensions and included angle, considering the potential distortions due to the sample tilt. The crystal sample parameters are given as a,b for the unit cell dimensions and c for the unit cell angle, and the tilt geometry is defined as in the MRC software by TLTANG and TLTAXIS (Crowther et al., 1996) . The reciprocal lattice vectors U = (u 1 , u 2 ) and V = (v 1 , v 2 ) are then initially set to: The program 2dx_getlat in this example reported a lattice that covers most but not all lattice nodes, and is a wrongly indexed lattice due to the lack of additional information. This lattice, however, can still be transferred into the correct lattice as shown in (E) with the script ''Evaluate Lattice'' in 2dx_image (see text).
where d is the image pixel size and mag is the magnification. This test lattice (U, V) is then rotated in the sample plane in small angle increments H to give (U 0 , V 0 ):
and equivalently for V 0 , and the expected lattice distortion due to the tilt geometry is then applied, to give (U 00 , V 00 ) for each rotation step: 
and equivalently for V 00 . In addition, the magnification mag is varied in a raster search of stepsize k to accommodate potential inaccuracies in the scale of the lattice or magnification.
Given a set of n peaks P i = (x i , y i , z i ), with peak coordinates (x, y) and peak heights z, a score value F is determined for each rotated, distorted and magnificationvaried test-lattice, by summation of the peak values of peaks that lay within a given radius of the listed peak coordinates.
where gðzÞ ¼ z ; if spot on lattice 0 ; otherwise , and i denotes the peak numbers.
A peak with the coordinates (x i , y i ) is accepted as ''on the lattice'', if
where P 1 = u 1 * h + v 1 * k, and P 2 = u 2 * h + v 2 * k, with h,k being the Miller indices of spots in the averaged PS, and d being a tolerance constant. The condition (5) allows a larger deviation of spots from the lattice with increasing radius (resolution). This gives high-resolution spots a higher chance of contributing to the lattice vectors than low-resolution spots, in contrast to the method used by (Kabsch, 1993) , that is using a constant threshold
Any lattice candidate that covers a sufficiently large number n min of low-resolution peaks is further refined. The peak spots in the lattice are first mapped into the lattice coordinates (RM i , RN i ), using
Then the refined lattice vectors are obtained by minimizing the residuals
where Int(x) takes the nearest integer value of a real number x. For the refined lattice, a final scoring value F is then calculated as in Eq. (4). From all the rotated, tilt-distorted, magnification-varied, and then refined lattices, that pair of lattice vectors with the highest scoring value is selected as the final lattice. By excluding the peaks that overlap with this identified lattice from the peak set, the algorithm is iteratively re-applied to the remaining peaks to find other potential lattices of multi-layered crystals or poly crystals (Fig. 1E) .
2dx_getlat
If the unit cell parameters of the crystal sample and/or the tilt geometry are unknown, an alternative algorithm is implemented in the program 2dx_getlat, which is used to identify candidate lattice vectors for the refinement and scoring evaluation.
2dx_getlat requires only the peak list of the averaged PS generated by 2dx_peaksearch. Using this, a set of difference vectors between certain low-resolution peak positions is generated, from which the most likely pair of lattice-generating vectors is found. This pair is then used as the basis for an iterative refinement process (usually requiring a maximum of 2 or 3 steps) assigning miller indices to found peaks which are then used in a least squares refinement of the basis vectors for the next round of refinement.
The strongest peak in the average PS image will necessarily fall on the strongest of any present lattices, and will very likely be a lattice-generating basis vector itself. As such, 2dx_getlat compiles a list of every possible pair of points drawn from a list of all peaks occurring closer to the origin than the farthest of the k strongest peaks. Each such pair is then used to form basis vectors that generate separate candidate lattices, which are then individually compared against the full peak list. The parameter k can be changed to decrease the total calculation time and is usually set to 4 or 8 as the ideal basis vectors are almost always contained within the set of peak-vectors which are shorter than the longest of the 8 brightest peaks.
Lattice fitness for each candidate lattice, defined by vectors u * and v * , is determined by first transforming each peak from the full peak list into a generalized Miller space via multiplication with the inverse of the 2x2 matrix ½u * ; v * (with u * and v * the lattice generating column vectors). The computed Euclidean distances from integer values for each transformed peak are then summed, with each term in the summation multiplied by the strength of the peak in question. For lattices where the included angle H between the vectors u * and v * is smaller than a certain limit (H 6 H Max ), a penalty weighting-factor of e ðH Max ÀHÞ is multiplied to each term. A value of H Max = 10°was found suitable. This factor is applied to prevent trivial solution lattices, which have tightly spaced nodes and achieve artificially high apparent fitness. This problematic fitting occurs if the resulting lattice nodes approach continuity such that all peaks in the PS inevitably fall within reasonable distances of a node.
The two vectors, which generate the lattice with the lowest error are then transformed into the shortest latticedefining right-handed lattice that lies in the right half of the FFT: First, by inverting vectors with negative x-values, then by iteratively either subtracting the shorter of the two vectors from the other if the included angle is smaller than 90°, or by adding them if the included angle is greater than 90°, until convergence to the shortest solution is reached. These resulting vectors are then ordered canonically, with the first vector defined as the one being closer to the negative Y-axis.
Using this basis, all peaks in the average PS are then transformed into the generalized Miller space, which is defined by the inverse of the 2 · 2 matrix of the newly found lattice vectors ½u * ; v * . These transformed peaks will then be assigned a given Miller index if they fall within e of the integer values associated with this index. An e of 0.0707 corresponds to 10% of the maximally possible error of 1 ffiffi 2 p , and is usually sufficient to exclude peaks from artifacts or other lattices. Finally, a peak assigned to a given index is discarded if another peak is found to lie closer to the index in question. Using the generated Miller index/ peak position pairs, a least squares fit is then performed to refine the lattice ½u * ; v * . This process is then iteratively repeated until the method converges to a final lattice, which usually is reached within 2 or 3 iterations. As this method requires nothing beyond the peak list itself, it is highly sensitive to errors or absences found in this list.
Manual lattice indexing
To assist the user in manual indexing of the reciprocal lattice, we have implemented a lattice refinement function into the full-screen browser of 2dx_image (Fig. 2) , with . Double-clicking close to a peak in the FFT will activate the smart-mouse function, which either selects the highest peak within a given radial distance, or will perform a Gauss profile peak search over the pixels within the given radius (here 25 pixels) and select the best fitting location as click-location. Parameters for the smart mouse function can be adjusted in the panel bottom left. The Gauss peak fit at the automatically re-centered location is displayed in the zoomed window (center left panel).
design and function largely inspired by the functions and development work found in the MRC program Ximdisp.exe (Smith, 1999) . 2dx_image allows displaying of phase information in the calculated Fourier transformation of an image as color code. In cases of very well ordered 2D crystal images, true diffraction peaks can be recognized by coherent phase information of neighboring pixels, while noise peaks have generally more random phases (Amos et al., 1982) . The manual lattice indexing function further supports the user by pre-entering the most likely Miller coordinates of the chosen peak location, so that in most cases the user can confirm that Miller index by simply hitting the ''Enter'' key on the keyboard. A smart mouse function in the full-screen browser is activated upon double-clicking into the Fourier transformation. This function will then either correct the click-location to the strongest pixel within a given radius, or will perform a peak-search within that given radius with a Gaussian profile of a given half-width. In addition, 2dx image offers a set of latticearithmetic functions in the ''Evaluate Lattice'' script, which allow the user to swap the primary and secondary reciprocal lattices, scale, skew, or rotate the reciprocal lattice, as well as invert the handedness of the current reciprocal lattice. This script also allows calculating the corresponding real-space lattice, and can give feedback on the agreement of the chosen lattice with the determined peak-locations in the averaged PS.
Results
The performance of these algorithms has been tested on a variety of images from non-tilted and tilted 2D crystals of various lattice dimensions and signal-to-noise levels. Table 1 shows the results of applying the first algorithm (2dx_findlat) to different electron micrographs of 2D membrane protein crystals. For the first peak search in the original PS, 40 peaks were selected to generate the average shifted PS image and 140 peaks were selected from the latter to determine the lattice vectors. 2dx_findlat found lattices in all test images using a stepsize of H = 0.1°for the rotational angle increment of the test lattice, a magnification variation of k = mag * 0.006, a minimal number of required lattice peaks of n min = 8, and a tolerance value of d = 3 pixels in reciprocal space (px À1 ) for the spot acceptance. The normalized root-mean-square deviation (RMSD N ) of the locations of peaks that fit the final lattice is calculated and normalized by the unit cell length
where L ¼ ½u * v * , the matrix whose columns are formed by the reciprocal lattice vectors, and m The combination of the streak-removal routine in 2dx_peaksearch and the algorithm used in 2dx_findlat was found to be insensitive to artifact peaks or streaks in the PS. The degree of tolerance of artifact peaks is related to the parameter d, which should be chosen according to the confidence in the peak spot locations, i.e. the sharpness of the peaks and the signal-to-noise ratio in the PS. A small d should be chosen in case of a PS with strong and sharp peaks, which then will give a high accuracy of the determined lattice vectors. A larger d is recommended if the peaks in the PS are broad and noisy, to allow the algorithm to still find approximate lattice bases. Experiments were carried out with a dataset of peak spots of an AQP2 2D crystal with the vector length of 119 px À1 . The peak coordinates were deliberately distorted by Gaussian distributed offsets. 2dx_findlat failed to find the correct lattice from peak locations that had been disturbed with a position deviation of r = 10 px À1 , when using a d = 3.0 px À1 , but could still find the correct lattice with a d = 6.0 px À1 (Table  2) (Table 3) . a Angle definition as in the MRC software (Crowther et al., 1996) . b These lattices were overlaid and correctly identified in the same image. The image was from a sample tilted at TLTANG = 45.36°, with TLTAXIS = 60.73°, with a = b = 98 Å , c = 90°. The tolerance value of d = 3.0 px À1 was sufficient to identify the correct lattice for smaller peak distortions, but a larger tolerance of d = 6.0 px À1 was required for strongly distorted peak coordinates. At larger peak deviations r, the resulting lattice unavoidably has a larger RMSD N . Nevertheless, the correct lattice was found as visually verified, except in the one mentioned case.
Tests were also done to investigate the tolerance to the errors in the tilt geometry and the unit cell length, using an image of a tilted AQP2 2D crystal with a = b = 98 Å , c = 90°, and a tilt angle of 45°. The lattice could be correctly identified with tilt angle and axis variations of ±8°, and with the unit cell length varying between 93 and 106 Å (data not shown).
The difference-vector based algorithm implemented in 2dx_getlat does not require a-priori knowledge of an expected lattice or tilt geometry. Since this second algorithm does not perform an exhaustive search, but rather guesses the lattice from direct calculations, this algorithm was found to be 100-1000 times faster in computational costs, and was still able in most cases to correctly identify the lattice. Only cases of PS with significant absences of lattice nodes caused 2dx_getlat to fail to report the correctly indexed lattice. One such case is shown in Fig. 1F .
Discussions
The peaks from the averaged PS allow much better identification of the lattice than the peaks from the original PS. Our algorithm as implemented in 2dx_peaksearch follows the developments for the average PS that were also implemented in the MRC program autoindex before (Crowther et al., 1996) . In addition, 2dx_peaksearch also removes streaks, which can arise from image edge effects, or, as in the case for Fig. 1 , from the edges of a negatively stained 2D crystal itself. The resulting averaged PS usually shows a pattern without absences of a much-increased signal-tonoise level, from which peak coordinates are evaluated for further processing.
The results presented here show that the informed exhaustive search implemented in 2dx_findlat can accurately identify one or more lattices in images of 2D crystals, including those of tilted and polycrystalline crystals. The ability of distinguishing multi-layer crystals arises from the fact that 2dx_findlat makes use of a-priori known information about the 2D crystal lattice, such as the unit cell dimensions and the tilt geometry. The required dimensions of the real unit cell can be obtained either manually from one easier-to-index non-tilted image, or by using the difference vector based algorithm implemented in 2dx_getlat, which does not require any a-priori knowledge.
Identifying the lattices in a large number of 2D crystal images can be done first by indexing the lattice of one good non-tilted image with 2dx_getlat, or manually. In most cases, 2dx_getlat will find the correct lattice. However, in case of tricky lattices with systematic absences, 2dx_getlat might report a lattice that assigns wrong indices to the correctly identified lattice nodes (as shown for example in Fig. 1F ). In this case, the graphical user interface (GUI) of the 2dx_image software (Gipson et al., 2007) offers a script called ''Evaluate Lattice'', which allows modification of the identified lattice. This script allows the user to scale the lattice by doubling or halving one or both lattice vectors, skewing the lattice by replacing one vector with the sum or difference of both vectors, rotating the lattice clock or anti-clock wise (for square or hexagonal lattices), as well as changing the handedness of the lattice. This script can be used to transform the automatically determined lattice into the visually chosen one. This script also compares the current lattice with the list of closest peak positions to report the precision of the current lattice in the form of RMSD N . It also reports the corresponding real-space lattice dimension and included angle, which can then be entered into the 2dx_image database into the default configuration file 2dx_image.cfg. This then creates the a-priori knowledge that is required for using the exhaustive search algorithm in 2dx_findlat, which should from then on automatically identify the correct lattice in images of highly tilted samples or those with tricky lattices. For difficult lattices in highly The algorithms were applied to 7 images from 5 different samples and different tilt angles. The Lattice Error is calculated as RMSD N of the distance of peak locations from the chosen lattice. Only peaks closer than a given threshold (see text) are included in this calculation. The Number of Peaks indicates how many peaks fulfilled the selection criteria (used), and how many peaks from the averaged PS were given to the algorithms (allowed). Node Density indicates the calculated number of lattice nodes for a given area relative to the number of peaks that fall within this area. (Ideally this number should be close to one and is a measure of whether the found lattice is too big or small by integer amounts. This measure also describes the number of layers present in the image for multi-layer crystals.) The computation times for 2dx_findlat are about three orders of magnitude longer than for 2dx_getlat, while the precision of both algorithms is comparable and usually better than a human operator can perform. However, in one image (AmtB * ), 2dx_getlat failed to recognize the correct lattice, and chose a lattice twice as large instead, see Fig. 1 . This still produced a lattice where 34 out of 140 spots could be used to report an acceptable RMSD N , since this lattice had some 34 spots that were precisely fitting to this lattice. Nevertheless, the peak indexing was wrong, while 2dx_findlat identified the correct lattice.
tilted images, 2dx_findlat was usually capable of identifying the lattice more reliably than a manual user. With the real-space lattice dimensions known, the script ''Evaluate Lattice'' also calculates the tilt geometry that would correspond to the given lattice when compared to the real-space lattice dimensions. This is done with a slightly adapted version of the program EMTILT, which is part of the MRC software (Crowther et al., 1996; Shaw and Hills, 1981; Valpuesta et al., 1994) .
When large tolerance boundaries for the magnification and lattice tolerance are used, 2dx_findlat might report the correct lattice, but have assigned the basis vectors incorrectly. For example, the reported lattice could have a wrong handedness assignment (i.e. u and v are exchanged). In the case of a tilted sample, this could then result in EMTILT reporting a wrong tilt geometry. Comparison of the EMTILT-determined tilt geometry with the defocus-gradient based tilt geometry allows identifying the correct lattice indexation. In practice, the user can use the script ''Evaluate Lattice'' to quickly cycle through different lattice indexations until the resulting tilt geometry agrees with the defocus-gradient determined geometry, as displayed in the Status panel in the 2dx_image GUI.
The precision of the determined lattices as determined by 2dx_laterror and measured in RMSD N for us was always higher for lattices determined by either of the automatic algorithms than for lattices that we indexed manually.
Conclusions
A set of three programs 2dx_peaksearch, 2dx_findlat and 2dx_getlat was created, which allow the automatic determination of a 2D crystal lattice from a real-space image. 2dx_peaksearch determines a list of Fourier peak coordinates, which are used by 2dx_findlat to determine one or more lattices, using a-priori knowledge of the real-space crystal unit cell dimensions and the sample tilt geometry. If these are unknown, the program 2dx_getlat can be used to rapidly determine the most likely lattice, and thereby obtain a guess for the unit cell dimensions. Alternatively, the user can manually identify a lattice, while being supported by a set of functions in the full-screen browser of 2dx_image. These programs are available as part of the 2dx software package for the user-friendly image processing of 2D crystal images (Gipson et al., 2007) , and are available at http://2dx.org.
